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Abstract— Although many different low-power Error Correction Circuits implementations have been articled, to date
there has not been any comprehensive study to evaluate the comparative efficiencies of alternative analog and digital
implementations. This has led to a significant analysis of the varied analog and digital iterative message passing
algorithms. These algorithms operate on decoders. The inefficiency and high cost constraints of decoders have led to
significant loss in data transfer rate. Algorithms like Min-Sum algorithm for Analog Belief Prorogation decoders and
Viterbi algorithm for Turbo decoders are coded and simulate in this work. The paper aims at reducing power consumption
by using a modified Viterbi decoder in a higher end CMOS technology. The power analysis is deduced for comparative
studies. This power constraint level of 10mW is further reduced, without altering the requirements for a smooth operation
of the device. This is achieved by designing a novel decoder that increases the data rate with lower power consumption. The
reduction of power consumption is achieved at the cost of reduced error performance. The most efficient decoder is
implemented in bio-implantable devices like cortical implants for ultra-low- power constraints.
Index Terms— Analog belief propagation (ABP), cortical implants, error correction circuits (ECC), iterative
message passing, Turbo decoders, Viterbi algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
In information theory and coding with applications in computer science and telecommunication, error detection
and correction and error control are techniques that enable reliable delivery of digital data over
unreliable communication channels. Channel noise is prevalent in communication channels, this leads to
introduction of errors during transmission from source to receiver. Error detection methods permit detecting these
errors, whereas error correction helps in the reconstruction of the original data. In Wireless communication, data
transmission is often corrupted due to noise and channel distortion. To rectify these errors, redundancy is used.
Techniques are evaluated for implementing error correction codes in wireless applications with heavy power
constraints as in bio-implantable devices and energy harvesting motes.
Decoding is accomplished iteratively by exchanging messages between sub-decoders. The messages are
interpreted as local decoding estimates for each of the sub codes, and by combining all local information; a
message passing decoder obtains dramatically improved performance. Based on the identifying the most optimal
decoder Section II briefs with the concept of the decoders in wireless communication and the motivation. Section
III describes the Min-Sum algorithm in an ABP, the single stage Viterbi decoder and a modified ACS unit in a
Viterbi decoder using the 0.35µm CMOS technology. Section IV reveals the proposed modified butterfly
arrangement of ACS unit Viterbi decoder using 90nm CMOS technology. In Section V a comparison of power is
tabulated and the most optimal decoder is chosen.
II. DECODERS IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
Demand for turbo codes in wireless communication systems has been increasing since their appearance in the early
1990s; due to their outstanding performance in terms of bit error rate. Various turbo decoders have been developed
to improve their performance at algorithm and architecture levels. A dual mode decoder for convolutional and
turbo codes has also been introduced for multi-standard wireless communication systems. In order to correspond to
different standards of wireless communication systems. Therefore a growing need for optimized decoders that can
be implemented and utilized for bio-implantable devices.
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III. DECODING TECHNIQUES EXECUTED
A. The Min-sum (MS) Algorithm for Analog Belief Propagation decoders
In-body communication links are attracting a growing interest from researchers across many branches of
engineering, biology and medicine. Some applications place heavy demands on communication performance,
especially in the area of cortical stimulation for neural rehabilitation and brain-machine interfaces. Cortical
interfaces demand high-speed data transfer to receivers located inside the body; however the implanted receiver
must maintain very low power consumption to avoid overheating the surrounding tissues. This introduces a
challenging problem for optimizing receiver-side performance in the communication system. Hence the need for
soft decision error detection decoders arises. The MS algorithm is an approximate version of the BP algorithm that
obtains significantly reduced complexity with a mild performance loss. The following diagram shows the decoder
design for which the algorithm is coded.

Fig 1 Min-Sum decoder Architecture

Figure of the Min-sum decoder shows the memory management of the decoder. A (3,5) code is used for clarity. As
indicated in the figure, MEM1 is the message memory bank for the shadowed place in the parity check matrix. It
saves only the check to variable messages, in a compressed form. MEMij (i=2,3. j=1~5) saves the messages of sub
block (i,j) of the parity check matrix. For each memory bank, there is an address generator to control the memory
access. Because of the special structure of QC-LDPC codes, the address generator for each memory bank can be
built with a simple counter. The Variable Node Processor (NP) and Check Node Processor (CNP) will get the input
from appropriate MEMs and save back the computed messages at the same address. Besides this, five memory
banks are instantiated to save the channel information, each for every P variable nodes.

Fig 2: CNP architecture
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The above figure gives the CNP architecture of the ABP decoder.. It finds the smallest two inputs and the index of
the minimum one. Function of the sub-module MIN is to record the minimum, 2nd-Min and the index of the
minimum. This check node process can be time consuming for a big row weight matrix plus the time needed in the
variable node process, the critical path is long. To increase the clock speed, the data paths are cut by two level
pipelining. Hence, the pipelining can increase the clock speed without inducing memory access conflict [10].

Fig 3: VNP- Scale Modulo architecture

The VNP scale modulo performs in scaling the variable to check node message or to minus an offset. The algorithm
is developed to suit for hardware implementation. The pseudo code is given as following.
if input >= 8 output = 3’b111;
else if input >= 4 output = input-1;
else output = input (unchanged);
The generic flow of a MS algorithm is described based on the flow chart fig 4. First, all check node inputs are
initialized to ―0,‖ and then, a check node update step (i.e., row processing) is done to produce α messages. Second,
the variable node receives the new α messages, this is followed by the variable node update step (i.e., column
processing) to produce messages. This process repeats for another iteration by passing the previous iteration’s β
messages to the check nodes. The algorithm finally terminates when it reaches a maximum number of decoding
iterations (Imax) or a valid code word is detected.

Fig 4: Flow diagram of MS algorithm

The decoding steps (Algorithm) are given below:
a) Initialization: Read the values from channel and store them in t memories.
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b) Iteration: Compute the message from Variable nodes to Check nodes and save them in message memory MEMij
except the upper P rows. For the upper P rows, do the check node processing and save the returned message in
MEM1 with compressed form.
c) Check node process: Compute the check to variable messages of the lower 2P rows and save back in MEMij. Do
iteration until all the check equations are satisfied or the maximum iteration number reached.
d) Output the decoded code word.

Fig 5: Simulation of the CNP processor in an ABP decoder using MS algorithm.

The simulation depicts the working of a check node processor. There are six signal inputs given, for which a check
is done. The inputs are compared and given an index. Through a series of iterations the final min_2 value can be
obtained. These reveal that the algorithm optimizes for the least sum value in a message passing algorithm. In this
paper, the power consumption of the CNP processor for an ABP decoder is calculated and analyzed with the other
decoders.
Table 1: Power consumption summary for an ABP decoder using Min-Sum algorithm.

Power consumed by the MS algorithm is about 63mW. The ABP decoder had a high circuit complexity and an
average performance. The other decoders and their simulations are explained.
B. Single Stage Viterbi decoder
There have been a few Convolutional decoding methods such as sequential and Viterbi decoding, of which the
most commonly employed technique is the Viterbi Algorithm. The VA is an advanced algorithm in comparison to
the MS algorithm.

Fig 6: Block diagram – Single Stage Viterbi decoder

A Viterbi decoder consists of the three major parts: Branch metric unit, Path metric unit and trace back unit.
Branch Metric Calculation
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The primary unit is called Branch metric unit. The Hamming distance (or other metric) values is computed at each
time instant for the paths between the states at the previous time instant and the states at the current time instant are
called branch metrics. Hamming distance or Euclidean distance is used for branch metric computation.
Path Metric Calculation
This is also called the Add Compare Select (ACS) unit. An Error metric also called path metric (PM) contains the
2K-1 optimal paths. The obtained Branch Metric is added to previous PM and each the two distances are compared
for all Add- compare select unit .The speed the performance of Viterbi Decoder is mainly determined by the
number of ACS (2K-1) units and their computation time.

Fig 7: Block diagram of the ACS unit

The ACS unit for a single stage decoder is simulated and the power summary is obtained. Since it is only a single
stage decoder, the gates used in this unit drive high power. But the power consumption is reduced to 45mW
referring to Table 2. In this paper, the power consumption for a single stage Viterbi decoder is calculated for a
supply voltage of 0.6V.

Fig 8: Simulation for a single stage Viterbi decoder- ACS unit.

The following is a table depicting power summary of the Single Stage Viterbi Decoder.
Table 2: Power consumption summary

The power summary clearly indicated the reduction in consumption of the Viterbi decoder as compared to the ABP
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decoder. An approximation of 18% reduction can be obtained.
C. Viterbi decoder with modified ACS unit using 0.35µm Technology
The quality of a Viterbi decoder design is mainly measured by three criteria: coding gain, throughput, and power
dissipation [4]. High coding gain results in low data transfer error probability while high throughput is necessary
for high-speed applications. The design of Viterbi decoders with high coding gain and throughput is made
challenging by the need for a low power circuit implementation. The ACS unit is arranged in a butterfly manner.

Fig 9: The modified ACS unit in a Viterbi decoder

Existing implementations portray a power consumption of 14.88mW if 0.6V is given as supply voltage The PM
and PM are the Branch Metric and the Path Metric parameters. It has inputs Sa and Sb, for which the outputs are S0
and S1The ACS unit has be re-arranged in a butterfly network for optimization. This reduces the number of
repetitive blocks. This tends to automatically decrease the power consumption.

Design

Table 3: Power summary of Viterbi decoder with modified ACS unit.
Technology
Vdd (supply voltage)
Power (mW)

Modified ACS unit

0.35µm

3.3V

109

Modified ACS unit

0.35µm

2.5V

62

Modified ACS unit

0.35µm

0.6V

14.88

The power reduction is clear that the modified ACS unit is better than the ABP and the Single Stage Viterbi
decoder. The power consumption decrease percentage with respect to ABP decoder using MS algorithm is 76.28%
and with respect to the single stage Viterbi decoder is 66.93%.
IV. PROPOSED DECODER
Optimized ACS unit in a Viterbi decoder using 90nm CMOS technology, we can obtain the layout and the power
calculation for a single ACS unit. The ACS unit consists of two 2 bit subtractor circuits, an 8 bit subtractor, two 8
to 2 bit comparators and two 8 to 3 bit adders.
Three stage Viterbi decoder with optimized ACS unit in 90nm technology.
Here each block represents an ACS unit. From Fig 11,
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Fig 10: Block diagram of a three stage ACS unit

The paper proposes a power calculation for every individual stage of the ACS unit. The overall power calculation
for the 3 stage ACS unit in this decoder using 90nm is shown with simulation and characteristics results.

Fig 11: Layout of Three stage Viterbi decoder with optimized ACS unit in 90nm technology.

The power consumption for an individual ACS unit is about 8.531µW. If three stages are used then the power is an
approximation of 25.593µW. This is significantly very low in comparison to the other decoders analysed. The data
rate is high but the error performance is a little low. The throughput obtained from the three stage Viterbi decoder
wnith modified ACS unit is 200Mb/s using a supply voltage of 0.6V.
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Fig 12: Power summary of an individual optimized ACS unit -90nm technology

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS
Comparing the results of the four decoders analyzed, the tabulation Table 4, shows the power variations for the
different decoders. The optimal decoder is the three stage Viterbi decoder with optimized ACS unit using 90nm
CMOS technology. Technology scaling has contributed to this power reduction.
Table 4: Power variations of the four simulated decoders
CMOS Technology used
90nm
90nm

Power consumption
63mW
45mW

Supply voltage
0.6V
0.6V

Viterbi decoder with
modified ACS unit
Viterbi decoder with
modified ACS unit

0.35µm

14.88mW

0.6V

90nm

8.531 µW

0.6V

Power consumption (mW)

Decoder name
Min Sum / ABP decoder
Single Stage Viterbi decoder

Decoder variants
Fig 13: Decoder variants vs. Power consumption a graphical representation
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VI. CONCLUSION
Simulation results prove that an optimal decoder with slight modifications in the design leads to a considerable
increase in throughput rate and a decrease in the power consumption. The proposed decoder shows optimal results.
This serves as a basis for many ultra-low power applications that are power constraining.
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